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Summary of Editor´s Comments
In this issue, we present three papers that discuss competi-
tions in architecture and urban design. The papers were initially 
presented at the International conference Architecture as Human 
Interface in Helsinki, 26-27 October 2012. The Helsinki confer-
ence had two main aims. Firstly, the intention was to present 
and discuss contemporary architectural research on architectural 
competitions in an international context. Secondly, the confer-
ence was part of a long-term development of an international 
research network that focuses on the architectural competition 
as a common scientific object and special field of knowledge 
production. For this reason, the conference included a special 
session with 20 papers that highlighted aspects of competitions 
in architecture and urban design. Seven articles were selected for 
two special issues of the journal of FORMakademisk, called Archi-
tectural Competitions I, Exploring the phenomenon of competing 
in architecture and urban design and Architectural Competitions 
II, The dynamics of competing and organising competitions in 
architecture and urban design.

Associate professor Magnus Rönn, opens the discussion with a 
study on the client’s/organiser’s selection of architectural firms in 
ten competitions in Sweden, organised from 2007 to 2009. A to-
tal number of 375 design teams submitted their applications, and 
the client/organiser invited 45 teams of architects. Only 12 per 
cent of the architectural firms succeeded in receiving the commis-
sion. This is the average number in Sweden for being invited to 
compete. Through an invitation to prequalification, the organis-
ing body – municipalities or governmental agencies – had direct 
access to a large number of applications made by competent 
architectural firms, all with fine references and a high reputation 

within the building sector. The empirical findings are conclusive 
that this situation leads to the exclusion of young architects or 
newly established practices.

The second paper, by Professor David Vanderburgh and Carlo 
Menon, Ph D Fellow, presents a model that is grounded in a case 
study on professional practice. They use this model for under-
standing conflicting interests in competitions. The authors have 
refined this model of the architectural competition and its consti-
tutive elements, since it was first presented at the conference on 
competitions in Montreal in 2012. The objective was to identify 
the relationships between competing architects and design pro-
posals, means of representation (models, drawings, illustration, 
texts, and speech), competition rules and the organisers’ pro-
gram (conditions, demands, objectives, evaluation criteria). The 
paper is based on a Belgian competition that was held in 2011 to  
2012. This competition included an oral presentation of the sub-
mitted proposals by the competing design teams in front of the 
jury board. This is unusual for most competitions, especially for 
the ones organised in Scandinavian. In the Vanderburgh Menon 
case study, the competition process was observed from the inside 
by one of the authors (Menon), who was at that time working for 
the public agency in charge of the architectural competition. This 
provides the paper with a unique inside professional perspective 
of the process.

Leif Östman, Ph D, presents an alternative to architectural 
competitions in the third paper, which ends this issue: the 
developer competition with a special focus on the development 
in Helsinki. This is a new type of competition, organised by cities 
and municipalities in Finland and Sweden, and it has increased 
in recent years. In this competition, the competing design teams 
consist of developers or constructors, with a focus on real estate 
or construction, often in a joint venture with an architectural 
firm. The winning design proposal can be implemented in two 
ways; either, the company can buy the site at market price (if the 
municipality is willing to sell the plot) or the project is realised 
through a sophisticated leasehold between the municipality and 
the developer. 
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Who - or What - “Wins” an Architectural Compe-
tition? A Model and a Case Study

Abstract
This article presents results from a study of prequalification in 
architectural  competitions. The aim is to develop knowledge of 
how the organizer appoints candidates to restricted competitions 
in Sweden. Prequalification is a selection procedure used early 
in the competition process to identify suitable candidates for the 
following design phase. The overall research question in the study 
is about how organizers identify architects / design teams. The 
methodology includes an inventory of competitions, case studies, 
document review and interviews of key-persons. Ten municipal 
and governmental competitions have been examined in the study. 
The invitation emerges during negotiation at the organizing body. 
General conditions, submission requirements and  criteria  for 
the evaluation of applications  by architect  firms are  part  of an  
established practice. All clients have an assessment procedure 
made up of two distinct stages. First  they check whether applica-
tions meet the specific "must requirements" in the invitation. 
Thereafter follows an evaluative assessment of the candidate's 
professional profile, which is based on the criteria in the invita-
tion. Reference projects and information from the referees are 
important sources  of  information  in  this  stage.  Decisive  in  the  
final  assessment  is  the  organizer's perception of the candi-
dates' ability to produce projects of architectural  quality, the 
ability to combine creative solutions with functional requirements 
and aptitude to work with developers and contractors.

Keywords: prequalification, invitation, selection, architectural 
competition, organizer.

Abstract
Architectural competitions are usually seen as a game with only 
one winner: the architect or
team whose proposal is the most convincing. That is certainly a 
part of the reality, but we argue here for a broader  and more 
nuanced model. In our vision, architectural  competitions are a 
stage upon which a myriad of actors and elements play out a 
scenario that involves both competition and collaboration on 

several levels. Depending on the RESULTS, the "winners" may be 
multiple and of very different natures. We call this model "total 
competition", and are convinced that it has some application not 
only to competitions, but to architecture in general. After a brief 
explanation of this conception of things, we will look more closely 
at a recent Belgian competition (for a Juvenile Detention Center 
at Fraipont, Belgium, 2011), in order to elucidate its functioning 
in light of our model. Two findings from this examination are  
worth underlining. We notice, first of all, a particular  and some-
what surprising  role played by the nature  of the program  or  
brief,  where its relative openness seems to have had  paradoxical 
results. Second, we find in the winning entry a strong interaction 
between different "modes of representation" that seems to have 
been critical to its success. We conclude with some questions 
about the generalisability of the model.

Keywords: architectural  competitions,  Belgium,  representation,  
rhetoric,  programme,  youth detention centre

Abstract
This paper discusses the central features of so-called ‘site al-
location competitions’, as organized by the City of Helsinki Real 
Estate Department (Kiinteistövirasto in Finnish). Site allocation
competitions are developer competitions where the municipal-
ity sells or leases plots of land to developers or  contractors,  but  
where the ‘bidding’ is based  on  competing on  the basis  of
architectural and urban quality factors. The focus in this paper is 
on the Finnish context, but as its  legal  framework  is  constituted 
by European  competition law.  In  these competitions the
proprietor expects the contractor or developer to create a design 
team and in turn the proprietor receives multiple proposals  for a  
site without really paying for them. It seems important to
examine this rather  new type of architectural  competition, as  it 
is often an  integral  part  of important large projects in terms of 
both financial investments and architectural  design. It also
constitutes a new tool in the practices of urban planning. The 
present study is explorative, based mainly on a close study and 
analysis of written material, such as reports, as well as three 
interviews  with  experienced  organizers.  The  aim  of  the  paper  
is  to  clarify  the  concept  of developer competition, and discuss 
its possible benefits and problems. The core issue in the study is 
how architectural  quality is produced within the legal frame-
work, as well as to discuss the relation of the developer competi-
tion to the aims of urban planning and professional agents.

Keywords:  Architectural Quality, Developer, Competition,  
European Competitions  law, Professional agents
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